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Moon Lander How We Developed
NASA Administrator Bill Nelson pitched a solution to the pricey moon lander problem the agency is facing during a Senate hearing on Tuesday that did not involve its nearly $25 billion budget request.
NASA head Bill Nelson urges Senate to find moon lander money outside of nearly $25B budget request
NASA administrator Bill Nelson's strategy is to cast China as a competitor racing not only to the moon, but for leadership in space more broadly.
As China’s space ambitions grow, NASA tells Congress it needs more money to compete
Observing the secrets of the universe’s “Dark Ages” will require capturing ultra-long radio wavelengths—and we can’t do that on Earth.
NASA Might Put a Huge Telescope on the Far Side of the Moon
SpaceX received $135 at the time to develop the Starship ... of its “Blue Moon” lander, which is designed to carry 6.5 tons to the surface of the Moon. We will update the story once NASA ...
NASA Reportedly Chooses SpaceX to Develop Moon Lander
It’s unclear if that software will support SpaceX’s Moon lander, Starship. “Draper’s work under this award may include NASA’s human landing system, but we don’t know yet,” Pete Paceley, Draper’s vice
...
The Senate just advanced the beef between SpaceX and Blue Origin
The robot will collect data about the Moon's surface. The data will help JAXA develop autonomous driving tech for a crewed, pressurized rover.
Japan sending transformable robot to Moon in 2022
When you subscribe we will use the ... of landing man on the Moon by the end of the Sixties. Armstrong became an overnight sensation after jumping off the lunar lander and delivering his iconic ...
Brian Cox astonished by Apollo 11 Moon landing triumph: ‘Aerospace wasn’t ready to do it’
The future of the next generation of lunar lander is being determined right ... Apollo 15 landed at 26° North latitude. Sure, we’ve explored the moon, but it’s like saying you’ve explored ...
NASA Is Building A Space Station In A Weird Orbit. Here’s Why
(Bloomberg Opinion) --Last week, the Senate passed a measure that would allot $10 billion over five years for NASA to develop two new lunar ... sense to build a backup lander if astronauts are going ...
Musk-Bezos Spat Reflects Bad Space Policy
FILE – Jeff Bezos speaks at an event before unveiling Blue Origin’s Blue Moon lunar lander in Washington ... is working to develop an orbital rocket named after John Glenn, the first American ...
Jeff Bezos will blast into space on rocket’s 1st crew flight
popular crypto derivatives exchange BitMEX announced it would be supporting space robotics firm Astrobotic Technology in the company’s mission to send its first commercial lander to the moon ...
DOGE vs BTC: Elon Musk declares crypto ‘space race’ with BitMEX has begun
and establishing line-of-sight communications with any lander, rover, or object on the Moon. The NASA TechLeap Prize addresses gaps that are of significant interest to the small spacecraft ...
New NASA Challenge to Fund and Test Small Spacecraft Technologies
Last week, the Senate passed a measure that would allot $10 billion over five years for NASA to develop ... to build a backup lander if astronauts are going to return to the moon in 2024 as ...
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Comment: Bezos’, Musk’s fight shows errors of U.S. space policy
When you subscribe we will use the information ... scientific instruments and tech to the Moon's surface on board the company's Peregrine lander. READ MORE: Joe Biden knows about the existence ...
Elon Musk says 'new space race has begun' as billionaire races to put Dogecoin on the Moon
NASA has picked SpaceX's Starship vehicle to land astronauts on the moon as part of its Artemis program. Blue Origin, which has developed a ... No spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any ...
US Air Force wants a commercial Rocket Cargo Vanguard to fly stuff anywhere on Earth
in the company’s mission to send its first commercial lander to the moon during Q4 2020. Noting that the mission aims to be the first instance in which “a private company leading a coalition ...
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